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Who we are



Welcome to the 

mix.



Chicken, Basil and Roasted 
Red Pepper Spaghetti

Crispy Fish Sandwiches with 
Honey Lime Slaw

Herby Steaks with French Potato 
Salad

Get  
personalized


inspiration

Create collection

Organise your

favourite recipes

Search in 

80k recipes

Weekly plans 

and shopping list

Search Cookidoo®



Happy people, 
right?



The elephant 
in the room



Can I add grandma´s  
bolognese recipe?



Enable me to have

 


in Cookidoo and 

cook it with 

my Thermomix.

my recipe treasure

Goal



Large scale 

plattform

CHALLENGE 1

 Not only one touchpoint, an ecosystem with 

an IOT Device in the cor

 Over 300 million cooking sessions per year

 Available in 49 countrie

 No focus yet on user-generated content



High complexity 
CHALLENGE 2

 Writing recipes for Thermomix is a complex task done by trained 

professional

 Balanced between scope, technical feasibility and ease of us

 Different usecases: Create, import, adapt

 feasibility ease of use

Scope



M ark e ti n g

W EB
L eg al

EDITO RI ALApps

Safe t y

Sal es

TH ERMO MI X

C O UNTRI ES

A lot of dots to connect
CHALLENGE 3

 Close collaboration with different units 

is neede

 Bring everybody together behind a 

common visio

 Remote Setup due to Covid



THE JOB

The result

 Lets give a short demo

Ready 
for a 

short 
demo





HOW DID IT WORK

What are the


for a sucessful 
product?

ingredients




INGREDIENT 1

Pitch and prototype

 Allowing use created content is a 
revolution for us. And a dream of many 
years

 Close discussion with countries, recipe 
development, product management, 
safety, legal and many more convinced 
and shaped a common vision

 First user interviews and prototypes 
helped to learn about the subject.






Tell a story

 Storytelling was used to explain 
the vision and target feature set 
for each development stag

 No need to have all designs 
done. Cheap and fast. Fun and 
motivating

 Mr Lazy: Wants a 1-click solutio
 Mrs Effort: Willing to invest time 

in learning and creating content  






INGREDIENT 2





Co-Create

 Meet, when you can.

 Post-it’s and scribble sessions

 Digital setup in Figma with files for 
“Solution exploration” and 
“Implementation

 UX Setup with central UX team and 
embedded UX 






INGREDIENT 3



UX on different levels

Strategic discovery



Feature level



Implementation 

INGREDIENT 4



Designs in Figma

Documentation in Confluence



Human.

RELEVANT.

EASY.





Learn and adapt

 Several user interviews performed: 
Remote setup, qualitative interviews, 
task based and with shared screen

 Power User Tests involving countries 
and advisors to test the feature at 
home with their smartphones and 
Thermomi

 Constant re-priorization with product 
management and iterate learnings 
into the final product 






INGREDIENT 5



Concrete example

Before 




 After




INGREDIENT 5



Sunday

6.160.000 12 per minute

Change is strong

80.000

THE RESULT

Created Recipes stats as at 4/7/2022

On average every minute round 
about 12 recipes get created

A lot of recipes are imported or 
adapted from Cookidoo recipes 
(~90%). A smaller amount is 
created from scratch (~10%)

Is the most active day to create 
recipes

Cookidoo’s recipe treasure 
grew from 80k recipes to over 
6 million user created recipes.



The Result

Happy users   
and of course 
wishes for more 
functions



THE RESULT

What we learned

 Be clear what is a prototype and what no

 UX can not be planned on paper.  
Try things, go out, learn, adap

 What the team ships, is what counts.  
Not ideas or fancy design

 A great team, trust and close collaboration 
is the most important ingredient






Thanks for listing. 
Let`s discuss
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